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Al Ebreiz Global Capital Berhad was founded in January 2020 to transform the modern economic system into an Islamic 
one. By transforming into an Islamic economic system based on fairness and contribution to society, we can make a 
financially stable, sustainable, and free of interest while providing economic justice. We have architected the develop-
ment process of a new gold trading system platform. This state-of-the-art gold-backed mobile app features Gold & 
Silver Bars and Gold Dinar & Silver Dirham Coins consisting of value exchange. We utilize React and Blockchain technolo-
gy to ensure our trading system is secure, reliable, convenient.

The move is long overdue to tip the scale of justice favouring much of the suffering world. We have lived too long, 
besieged under a fraudulent choice for an international currency. Hence, whatever justification that can we argued for 
USD to be the ruling global currency post-Bretton Woods has been shredded by the ubiquitous call of President Nixon to 
de-peg the USD from gold in 1971. Prompted itself than by the fraudulent printing of USD to fund the Vietnam war. In 
1971 the world should have wisened to a new, more justified international currency, but with reckless disregard, the 
world continued to accept the USD as its global currency. It is a shaky and unjust structure for each nation to peg their 
currency against a currency that is pegged against nothing and overproduced with gay abundance. The US now has 
USD22 trillion debt increasing at a rate of USD1 trillion a year while printing at a reckless rate of USD200 billion per 
month. 

Moreover, Malaysia gives up its palm oil for these dubious green pieces of paper, and the world gives up its hard-earned 
natural and produced resources. Furthermore, these green pieces of paper got printed and lent with interest by a US 
Central Bank, which is not owned by the US Govt but by private banking interests known to be critical supporters of the 
Zionist cause. We stand ready to provide any assistance the Govt requires to implement this noble cause. 
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Notwithstanding, while we urge the govt on this new international settlement, we also urge the govt to consider a monetary 
reform on the domestic front. Such reform could be architected without much interference with existing systems. Neverthe-
less, it will solve dogged inflation impinging ruthlessly on all citizens. We suggest Malaysia can even provide free education 
to its citizens, which seems to be the prime concern of many presently. No doubt, the currency has to be pegged against 'ain 
or intrinsic value to prevent runaway money creation.

Why do experts think gold will eventually move out of this consolidation phase and again gain value? The answer is a histori-
cal performance that repeats itself. While periods of economic uncertainty can impact gold prices just as they impact other 
types of investments, gold has shown that it regains lost ground over time. Consider gold's performance since 2001. During 
that time, the demand for gold increased worldwide by 15% on average. There have been ups and downs, but the overall 
movement of gold remains upward. While the current world situation does have the unique element of emerging from a 
pandemic, most other factors that may influence the worth of assets are like circumstances found in the last several decades. 
Reviewing the historical performance from at least the middle of the 20th century can provide insight into what is likely to 
happen with gold in the next decade. Based on what we think of that history, buying gold now could be perfect for us all. 

Our gold & silver products brand – "AlaDeen Gold," has been nominated for the Malaysia Commercialization Year 2021 
Awards by the Ministry of Science, Technology & Innovation (MOSTI) and Technology Park Malaysia (TPM) for the BEST Prod-
ucts Innovation.  

AlaDeen Gold Mobile App (“AlaDeen Gold”) is a new way to own and trade gold and silver via a digital application built to 
provide the most secure without any inconvenience of physical storage and security for gold and silver for Subscriber(s) and 
incorporation alike. The AlaDeen Gold is designed with Subscriber(s) satisfaction in mind, providing a safe and excellent trad-
ing experience. This AlaDeen Gold is not only secured and user-friendly, but it is also in compliance with Shariah Principle as 
it is certified by Shariah Advisory Panel. 

AlaDeen Gold was architected and developed using the latest technology to deliver the best user experience. Using our tech-
nology, users can easily buy and sell gold and silver in just a few clicks. All purchases will connect the algorithm with our 
AlaDeen Gold intelligent and secure back-end system. We also make it convenient for the users to redeem their purchased 
gold or save it in our highly secured vault. Thus, our road-maps and vision echoed by the tagline of "The Future of Islamic 
Hybrid Finance”.
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